
The Periodic Table



1. There are over 1000 elements.

2. All elements are listed on the periodic 
table.

3. Elements contain more than one type of 
atom chemically joined together.

4. Most elements are non-metals.

5. Most elements are liquid at room 
temperature.

True       or false        ?
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LO: I can explain what the periodic table 
is and describe some of the patterns in 
it.

Chemical Models
Lesson 1 : The Periodic Table

Starter: In 
pairs arrange 
the shapes into 
some sort of 
order that you 
can explain to 
the rest of us



Number of Sides------->
1 3 4 5 6

One possible answer....

What 
did you 
do??



What is the Periodic Table?

• Atoms makes up everything that exists. Different 
types of atoms are called elements. The elements can 
be placed in the periodic table. The position of an 
element provides information about its properties. 
Most elements are metals, with different properties 
to those of non-metals.

• How many different elements can you name?           
e.g. Oxygen…….



You will need to use this Periodic 
Table to complete the activities…



Cartoon Elements

Use the Periodic Table to look up the 
chemical symbols for each element on the 
next slide, it will spell out a cartoon 
character….

e.g. Oxygen = O





A Russian scientist called Dmitri Mendeleev produced one of 
the first practical periodic tables in the 19th century.



He grouped all the elements that were 
discovered according to their properties and 

formed the “Periodic Table”

What Mendeleev did next..



Vertical columns are called groups. 
Horizontal rows are called periods.

For example, all the elements in group 0 are very 
unreactive gases at room temperature, while all the 
elements in group 1 are very reactive metals.

The elements 
in groups  
tend to     
have similar 
properties.
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How are the elements arranged?

1 0



On your Periodic Table colour the different 
Groups in as shown below:



Use your coloured in Periodic Table to answer 
the questions below:



Use your coloured in Periodic Table to answer 
the questions below:



Our LO was to explain what the 
periodic table is and describe some 
of the patterns in it. Let’s see if 
you can!

1. Write a sentence to explain what 
the periodic table is

2.Describe one pattern from the 
periodic table that you’ve heard 
about today

Check your understanding!


